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The  Google  Professional-Cloud-Security-Engineer  exam  certification  is  one  of  the  hottest
certification exams in the IT world. The Professional Cloud Security Engineer Professional-Cloud-
Security-Engineer certification exam has been getting the attention of IT professionals since its
inception. Over this long period, countless Professional Cloud Security Engineer exam candidates
have earned their credentials for the Google Cloud Certified exam. They are all  doing jobs in
different multinational and national companies and pursuing rewarding careers. They got all these
due to only one badge of the certification exam. The Professional Cloud Security Engineer exam has
become one of the best ways for beginners and experienced professionals to boost their career
prospects.  Now everyone  can  use  Professional  Cloud  Security  Engineer  exam certificate  as  a
stepping stone to earning higher paid positions and responsibilities. To do this you just need to
enroll in the exam and prepare well and show commitment and dedication to pass the challenging
Google exam with good scores. For the instant and complete Google exam preparation the valid,
updated, and real Google Questions are the ideal choice. You should not ignore it and must add the
valid Google Cloud Certified exam questions in your preparation.

P2PExams  Actual  Google  Professional-Cloud-Security-
Engineer Questions
The P2PExams is  one of  the top-rated and trusted platforms for quick Google Cloud Certified
Professional-Cloud-Security-Engineer exam preparation.  On this  platform, you will  get  the real,
valid,  and  updated  Professional  Cloud  Security  Engineer  practice  test  questions.  These  exam
questions are also verified by experience and qualified Google Professional-Cloud-Security-Engineer
certification exam experts. So rest assured that the exam questions offered by the P2PExams will
provide you with everything that you just need to prepare and pass the difficult Google certification
exam with  good scores.  The  Professional  Cloud Security  Engineer  practice  test  questions  are
designed for quick exam preparation. With the Professional-Cloud-Security-Engineer Questions you
can make the best Professional Cloud Security Engineer exam preparation strategy and later on
working this strategy you can quickly prepare yourself to crack the challenging Google exam with
flying colors.

Google  Professional-Cloud-Security-Engineer  Practice
Questions In Three Formats
The Professional Cloud Security Engineer practice test questions are being offered in three different
formats.  These  formats  are  desktop  Google  Professional-Cloud-Security-Engineer  practice  test
software, Web-based practice exams, and Google Cloud Certified PDF Professional-Cloud-Security-
Engineer dumps. All  these three types of exam questions contain real,  updated, and error-free
Professional Cloud Security Engineer practice questions. The Professional-Cloud-Security-Engineer
PDF dumps file contains the top-notch Professional-Cloud-Security-Engineer practice test that helps
you in Professional Cloud Security Engineer exam preparation and enables you to pass the exam
easily. You can download Google PDF dumps on any device and operating system and start Google
Professional-Cloud-Security-Engineer  exam  preparation  anytime  and  anywhere.  Whereas  the

https://www.p2pexams.com/google


remaining two Professional-Cloud-Security-Engineer practice exam software are concerned both are
the mock Google Cloud Certified exam that will give you a real-time Professional Cloud Security
Engineer exam environment for preparation.

Visit Here: https://www.p2pexams.com/products/Professional-Cloud-Security-Engineer

Easy To Use Google Professional-Cloud-Security-Engineer Exam dumps Are
Ready To Download

Now you  have  all  the  necessary  information  regarding  the  Google  certification  exam,  career
importance,  and role  of  P2PExams Google  Cloud Certified  Professional-Cloud-Security-Engineer
questions in preparation and success. Take the right decision and get enroll in Professional Cloud
Security  Engineer  certification  and  start  preparation  with  Professional-Cloud-Security-Engineer
exam dumps right now. Best of luck!!!
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Question No. 1

You are consulting with a client that requires end-to-end encryption of application data (including
data in transit, data in use, and data at rest) within Google Cloud. Which options should you utilize
to accomplish this? (Choose two.)

A. External Key Manager
B. Customer-supplied encryption keys
C. Hardware Security Module
D. Confidential Computing and Istio
E. Client-side encryption

Answer: A, B

Question No. 2

You manage your organization's Security Operations Center (SOC). You currently monitor and detect
network traffic anomalies in your VPCs based on network logs. However, you want to explore your
environment using network payloads and headers. Which Google Cloud product should you use?

A. Cloud IDS
B. VPC Service Controls logs
C. VPC Flow Logs
D. Google Cloud Armor
E. Packet Mirroring

Answer: E

Question No. 3

You need to enforce a security policy in your Google Cloud organization that prevents users from
exposing objects in their buckets externally. There are currently no buckets in your organization.
Which solution should you implement proactively to achieve this goal with the least operational
overhead?

A. Create an hourly cron job to run a Cloud Function that finds public buckets and makes them
private.
B. Enable the constraints/storage.publicAccessPrevention constraint at the organization level.
C. Enable the constraints/storage.uniformBucketLevelAccess constraint at the organization
level.
D. Create a VPC Service Controls perimeter that protects the storage.googleapis.com service
in your projects that contains buckets. Add any new project that contains a bucket to the
perimeter.

Answer: B

Question No. 4

You are working with a client who plans to migrate their data to Google Cloud. You are responsible
for recommending an encryption service to manage their encrypted keys. You have the following
requirements:

The master key must be rotated at least once every 45days.



The solution that stores the master key must be FIPS 140-2 Level 3 validated.

The master key must be stored in multiple regions within the US for redundancy.

Which solution meets these requirements?

A. Customer-managed encryption keys with Cloud Key Management Service
B. Customer-managed encryption keys with Cloud HSM
C. Customer-supplied encryption keys
D. Google-managed encryption keys

Answer: B

Question No. 5

You're developing the incident response plan for your company. You need to define the access
strategy that your DevOps team will use when reviewing and investigating a deployment issue in
your Google Cloud environment. There are two main requirements:

Least-privilege access must be enforced at all times.

The DevOps team must be able to access the required resources only during the deployment issue.

How should you grant access while following Google-recommended best practices?

A. Assign the Project Viewer Identity and Access Management (1AM) role to the DevOps team.
B. Create a custom 1AM role with limited list/view permissions, and assign it to the DevOps
team.
C. Create a service account, and grant it the Project Owner 1AM role. Give the Service
Account User Role on this service account to the DevOps team.
D. Create a service account, and grant it limited list/view permissions. Give the Service
Account User Role on this service account to the DevOps team.

Answer: B
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